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Abstract. Let G be a locally compact group, with X a left Haar measure

on G. A subgroup is large if it has finite index; a relatively large subgroup of

G is a large subgroup of an open subgroup. In §1 we have an existence

theorem for relatively large nonopen subgroups, and we observe that such

subgroups are not X-measurable. This motivates the development, in §2, of a

left-invariant countably additive extension X+ of X, which includes in its

domain all unions of left translates of a given relatively large subgroup K.

For an arbitrarily chosen family %¡ of relatively large subgroups of G, we

define (in §3) a finitely additive measure K¡ such that, for any K e %¡, X¡

is an extension of the corresponding X+ defined in §2. An example shows that

Xj need not be countably additive. Finally, in §4, we observe some aspects

of the relationship between X+-measurable and X-measurable functions, in

the context of existing literature on extensions of Haar measure. In particu-

lar, we generalize the well-known proposition that X-measurable characters

are continuous.

1. Introduction.

1.1. Preliminaries. The symbol G henceforth denotes a locally compact

group; X denotes a (left) Haar measure on G with domain 9L More generally,

if 77 is any locally compact group, 911^ denotes the family of Haar-measurable

subsets of H.

As basic references for group theory, topology, topological groups, and

measure theory, we will use [13], [10], [2], and [4], respectively. (Readers using

[1] as a reference will note that the definitions therein are not entirely

consistent with those in [2] and [4]. In particular, 91L may have locally X-null

members which are not X-null. All locally compact groups referred to are

assumed to be T0, as in §§9-26 of [2].)
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By a left-invariant extension of X we mean an extension (G, 91t+, Â+ ) of the

measure space (G, <31t, A), where X+ is countably additive, nonnegative, and

invariant under left translation. An invariant extension of X is a left-invariant

extension in which 9lt+ is closed under inversion and right (as well as left)

translation of its members.

For any set X, (3'(X ) denotes the power set of X. For any function / whose

domain contains X,f\X denotes the restriction of/to X. By a translate of a

subset 5 of G, we mean a set of the form xSy for some x, y E G. (Left and

right translates are defined as usual.)

It is useful to observe that a subgroup K of G is relatively large if and only

if K has open closure in G and [cl(A"): K] is finite.

1.2. Theorem. Let C be the component of e (the identity element) in G. Then:

(1) If C is open, and compact or Abelian (or both), then every relatively large

subgroup of G is open.

(2) If C is not open, and G/C is a compact Abelian torsion group or a compact

nonmetrizable group, then G has at least 2C large nonopen subgroups.

(3) // G/C is not metrizable, or if G/C has an infinite open, Abelian, torsion

subgroup, then G has at least 2C relatively large nonopen subgroups.

Proof. (1) Suppose A" is a relatively large subgroup of G. Then K contains

every divisible subgroup of c\(K) and thus (as in (1.2) of [11]) C C K; if C is

open, this implies that K is open also.

(2) See (2.5) and (2.6) of [11].
(3) In either case, G has an open subgroup H such that C C H and C/H is

compact. We may apply (2) to this subgroup.

We shall now develop some properties of relatively large subgroups, to be

used in the sequel. In 1.3-1.5, the local compactness of G is not used.

1.3. Theorem. Let J be a subgroup of G and K a relatively large subgroup of

G. Then J is relatively large in G if any of the following is true:

(l)KCJ;

(2) J is a relatively large subgroup of K;

(3) J D K is a relatively large subgroup of K.

Proof. (1) Since K has open closure in G, so does J. Let Hx = c\(K)\ then

cl(y) = JHX, and [cl(/): /] is finite since [JHX : J] - [Hx: J D //,]<[//,:

K).
(2) Since J has open closure in K, there is a neighborhood U of e in G such

that U n K C cl(y). It follows that U n cl(AT) C cl(7); hence cl(/) is open

in G. If H2 = cl(7), then [H2: J] is finite, for cl(AT) = KH2 and

[H2: J] = [H2: H n K][H2 n K: J] = [cl(K): K][c\k (J): J].
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(3) By case (2), J D K is relatively large in G, and thus by case (1), J is

relatively large in G.

1.4. Lemma. (1) The intersection of finitely many relatively large subgroups of

G is relatively large.

(2) Every conjugate of a relatively large subgroup of G is relatively large.

(3) A relatively large subgroup of G, having only finitely many conjugates,

contains a relatively large normal subgroup of G.

Proof. (1) It suffices to show that the intersection of two relatively large

subgroups is relatively large. Let K- be a large subgroup of U¡ (j = 1,2); then

Kx n K2 is a large subgroup of Ux n U2, for

[ux n u2: kx n k2] = [ux n u2: ux n k2][ux n k2. kx n k2]

< [Ux: K2][UX: Kx].

(2) Observe that, for all x E G, [c\(xKx~x): xKx~x] = [c\(K): K].

(3) Follows from (1) and (2).

1.5. Theorem. Let J be a subgroup of G. Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(1) J contains a relatively large normal subgroup of G.

(2) J contains a relatively large normal subgroup of a large subgroup of G.

(3) J contains a relatively large subgroup of G which has only finitely many

conjugates in G.

Proof. Trivially, (1) implies (2). If K is any normal subgroup of any large

subgroup of G, NG(K) (the normalizer of tC) is finite. Thus (2) implies (3).

Finally, 1.4(3) states that (3) implies (1).

1.6. Comment. Motivation for Theorem 1.5 may be found below, in the

statement of Theorem 2.3.

According to 1.3(2), the subgroups J described in 1.5 are relatively large in

G. If G is compact, or more generally if every open subgroup of G has finite

index, then every relatively large subgroup of G is large and has only finitely

many conjugates.

1.7. Definition. A subset 5 of G has full outer measure if XF = 0 for every

compact set F such that F n S = 0. More generally, let us say that S has full

outer measure in its closure if cl(5) is not locally null and XF — 0 for each

compact set F such that F C cl(5 ) and F n S = 0.

1.8. Lemma. Every translate of a relatively large nonopen subgroup K of G has

full outer measure in its closure and is not Haar measurable.

Proof. Since cl(AT) is an open set covered by finitely many translates of K,

neither K nor cl(70 is locally null. Lemma 1 of [13] implies that K (and, thus,
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every translate of A) has full outer measure in its closure. A contains no

compact set of positive measure since each coset of K in cl(A) has full outer

measure in cl(K); since A is not locally null, this implies that A is not X-

measurable.

1.9. Corollary. Let A be a relatively large subgroup of G. Suppose Mx and

M2 are o-finite members of 91L D <$(cl(K)) and Mx n A = M2 D AT. Then

XMX =XM2.

Proof. Let M = (MX\M2) U (M2\MX). If Fis a compact subset of M, XF

= 0 since F n A = 0. Thus XM = 0, and XMX = XM2.

1.10. Definition. We say a subset of G is o-finite if it is contained in a o-

finite member of 9L For any family 61 of subsets of G, 6?0 denotes the

subfamily of a-finite members of (L

1.11. Theorem. Let S C G. Fnen the following statements are equivalent:

(1) S is o-finite.

(2) If U is any open subgroup of G, S intersects only countably many (left or

right) cosets of U.

(3) If A is any relatively large subgroup of G, S intersects only countably many

cosets of A.

(4) There exists a o-compact open subgroup U of G such that S intersects only

countably many translates of G.

(5) c\(S ) is o-compact.

Proof. It is a simple exercise to show that (1) implies (2), (2) is equivalent

to (3), (2) implies (4), (4) implies (5), and (5) implies (1).

1.12. Corollary. A subset S of G is o-finite if and only if every X-measurable

subset of S is a-finite.

Proof. It is trivial that any subset of a a-finite set is a-finite. Conversely, if

S is not a-finite, the negation of 1.11(4), together with the proof of (16.14) of

[2], shows that S contains a closed subset F of G, such that F is not a-finite.

(In fact, XF = co but every a-finite subset of F has measure zero.)

2. An extension of Haar measure.

2.1. Notation. As before, Ais a (nonopen) relatively large subgroup of G. Let

A = G/K, let [hj-.j = 1,2,...,«} be a complete set of representatives for

cl(A)/A, and define 91t+ to be the family of all subsets S of G such that, for

all a G A, there exists M (a) E 911 with S n a = M(a) D a.

2.2. Theorem. There exists a left-invariant extension (G,91t+ ,X+) ofX such

that every union of left cosets of A is X+-measurable. If A is a normal subgroup of

G, the extension is invariant.
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Proof. Define 9H+ as in 2.1. It is clear that 911 C 91t+, and it is easily

verified that 91t+ is a o-algebra which is closed under left translation and which

contains every union of left cosets of K. (In fact, 91L+ is the smallest such

algebra.)

Further, if K is normal in G, it is easy to see that 9H+ is closed under right-

translation and inversion. Let S be a member of 9H+. If S is not a-finite, define

X+S = oo. If S E 9H+, we have S = UM(a) n a for some subfamily

[M(a): a G A) of 91ta. Let us further require that M(a) C cl(a) for each

a E A. By 1.8 and 1.11(3), each M(a) is uniquely defined up to measure zero,

and X(M(a)) = 0 for all but countably many a. Define

X+S=l-   ?X(M(a))
" aBA

(where n is the index defined in 2.1).

Henceforth, given S E 9lt+ and a G A, S(a) is a X-measurable subset of

cl(a) such that S C\ a = S(a) D a and X+(S D a) = n~xXS(a); define S(a)

to be 0 if S n a = 0.

It remains to see that X+ is a countably additive extension of X; it suffices to

show that X+ I9H* is countably additive and, since X is countably additive

and both measure are left-invariant, that X+(M n c\(K)) = X(M n cl(7¡0)

for M G 9Ha. To show countable additivity, let S = US,- where {S¡: i

= 1,2,...} is a pairwise disjoint sequence in 911*. Since S¡(a) — 0 for all

but countably many pairs (/, a) and, for a given a, X(S¡(a) n Sj(a)) = 0 if

z # /, we have

X+S=l-2X(S(a))=l-2 2ZX(Si(a))
"a "a     i

= ^2 2X(s») = 2x+s,..
"   /'    a i

Finally, if M G 91t0, then

X+(M n ci(/0) - 2 A+(M n A,.*) = 2 ^X(m n ci(/c))

= X(M n cl(70).

2.3. Corollary. Let Kx be a subgroup of G, satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 1.5. 77iev7 /rzere exists an invariant extension (G, 9H+, X+ ) jzzc/i that every

union of translates of Kx is X+-measurable.

Proof. Let K be a relatively large normal subgroup of G with K C Kx. Let

(G,91t+,X+) be an invariant extension of X, defined for K as in 2.2. It is clear
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that every translate of A, is a union of cosets of A.

2.4 Notes. (1) We observe that Corollary 2.3 applies to all large subgroups

of G, and to all relatively large subgroups of G if G happens to be compact or

Abelian, or if every open subgroup of G has finite index. It is tempting to

speculate whether the conclusion of 2.3 holds if J is any relatively large

subgroup whose closure contains an open normal subgroup of G, or if G is any

unimodular group.

(2) In the class of all (hypothetical) left-invariant extensions of X, (G, 91t+,

X+) is uniquely determined as follows:

Lemma. Let (G, 91t+, ¡x) be a left-invariant extension ofX, 9)t+ being defined as

in 2.1. Suppose, for all M G 9!t0 and all x E cl(A),

p(xM n A) = ¡x(M n A).

Then u = X+.

Proof. Note that X+ has the given property, for

X+(xM D A) = n~lX((xM n cl(A)) = X+(M n A).

Suppose that /x has the property. By 1.12, ¡iS — co = X+S for all S

E 91t+\9lt+. If S G 91L+, then 5(a) = 0 for all but countably many a; it

suffices to show that [i[S(a) n a] = X+[S(a) n a] for each a. Choose g G a;

then

X(S(a)) = ¡i(S(a)) = ¿ KS(a) D gn,A) = 2 n(h~lg~lS(a) n A)
7=1

= 2 n(g~XS(a) n A) = n¡i(S(a) n gK) = nn(S fl a).

Thus n(S H a) = «_,X(5(a)) = À+(S n a).

2.5. Wore. Given M G 911 with 0 < XM < co,

À+(;cM n A) = n'lX(xM n cl(A))

for all * G G. Thus the function x -» X+(xM n AT) is continuous; 2.4 implies

that X+ is the only countably additive left-invariant extension of X, defined on

91t+, for which this is true. This motivates the following

Definition. (G,91L+,a+) (as defined in 2.1-2.2) is called the continuous

extension of X with respect to A.

3. Families of relatively large subgroups.

3.1 Notation and definitions. Given an indexed family (At: t G /} of

relatively large subgroups of G, we write (G,9H(+,Xt+) for the continuous

extension (as defined in 2.2 and 2.5) of X with respect to At (t G /).
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If p is a finitely additive measure defined on an algebra 91 of subsets of G,

such that 911 C 91, p is an extension of X, and ¡i(xS) = p(5) for all 5 G 91

and x G G, then we say that (G,9l,/x) is a finitely-additive left-invariant

extension of X.

3.2.Lemma. Let Kx and K2 be relatively large subgroups of G with Kx C K2.

Then 91t¿ C <mf and Xf S = X^ S for all S£?l2+.

Proof. There is nothing to do unless Kx is nonopen and Kx £ K2. Since

K2 E 911+, it is clear that 91L2 C 91t|. To show that Xf |91t2 = X2 , it suffices

(by 2.4) to show that xf(M n 7C2) = Xf(xA7 n K2) for all M G 9lt0
n 9(cl(K2)) and a: G cl(K2).

Let B = {a G 7C2/7<j: (A/ U xA/) n a ^ 0}. (B is countable since A/

U xM is a-finite.) Then

XUxM n K2)=   2  XfOcA/ fl a) = 2 -X[xM D cl(o)]
oes a "l

where zz, = [cl(7Cj): Kx]. Similarly,

xUm n t¡:2) = 2 -x[m n ci(«)].
o  n\

Let F be any finite subset of B, and KF = na6fcl(aa-1); since this is an

open subgroup of G, we have K2 n KFx ¥= 0. Let x = hg where h E KF and

g E K2. Then

2  X[xA/ n cl(«)] = 2 X[gA/ fl cl(/z_1a)] = 2 X[gM n cl(a)]
aef

= 2 X[M n cl(g-'a)] = 2 «,Xf(A/ n g-'a)

< nxX^(M fl 7C2).

Thus X\(xM n AT2) < X+(A/ n 7C2); but by the same reasoning, since M

n K2 = jT'xA/ n 7C2, we have X\(M n 7s:2) < Xf (xA/ n 7i2).

3.3. Theorem. Lt?/ % = {Kt: i G 7} be any family of relatively large sub-

groups ofG. Then there is a finitely additive left-invariant extension (G,9H^,X^)

ofX such that

(1)3CC 91L/;
(2) 9H; is closed under right translation;

(3) given any finite subcollection $ of % and K = D % Xj!" is an extension of

the continuous extension of X with respect to K;

(4) if each member of % contains a relatively large normal subgroup of G, 911^"

is closed under inversion.
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Proof. Let %0 = (A4: t G 70} be a collection of relatively large subgroups

of G such that 9C C 3C0, %0 is closed under conjugation and finite intersec-

tions, and every relatively large normal subgroup of G is a member of %Q. For

each lE/j, let (G,91t(+,Xt+) be the continuous extension of X with respect to

At. Let 911/ = U,e/ 91t(+. Given any i, k E I0, there exists v E I0 such that

A„ = A( n KK and thus 91L+ U 911* C 911+. Since every such 9!t+ is an

algebra, 911/ is also an algebra. For every 5 G 91t+, define X+ S to be X* S,

where t is any element of I0 such that S E 91t+. To show that X+ is finitely

additive, let {5,:/ = 1,2,.. .,m} be a finite, pairwise disjoint subfamily of

911/ . Let S = \JSj. Choose {t(/):/ «• 1,2,...,/«} C I0 so that 5,- G 91t+;)
for each/. Let A, = njl.A^.). By 1.4, S G 911+, and by 3.2, X¡Sj = X+S,.
for each/, and thus X+ S = X+ S = 2 X+ S) = 2 X+ 5y. It is clear that X+ is
left-invariant and % C 911/; it remains to show that (G,91t+,X+) satisfies

conditions (2)-(4).
To prove that 9H+ is closed under right translation, suppose 5 G 9lt+ ; then

x~lSx G 911/ also, so Sx E 91t+.

Given S7as in (3), let A„ = C\% X+ = X+, and 91L+ = 9t¡¡" to obtain the

desired extension (namely (G,91L+,X+)) of X.

Finally, if S G 91t4+ where A, is a normal member of % then S~[ E 9IL,+

also (by the second sentence in the statement of 2.2). This implies statement

(4) of the present theorem.

3.4. The last result of this section is a counterexample, suggested by

(3.6)-(3.7) of [3].

Theorem. Let G be an infinite compact Abelian torsion group. Let %

= [Kt: i E 1} be the family of all large subgroups of G, and define (G,91tj!",Xj")

as in the previous theorem. Then Xj" is not countably additive and 9ItJ" is not a o-

algebra.

Proof. Let 91 be the a-algebra generated by 9H/. According to (16.13c) of

[2], there is a subgroup J of G such that G/J is countably infinite. Since

0 < XG < co, it is impossible for J to be measurable with respect to any

countably additive translation-invariant extension of X.

Let 4> be the group of all characters on G. We may take $ to be the

(compact) dual group of the discrete group Gd. By (25.9) of [2], G is of bounded

order, and $ is therefore torsion, which is to say that the kernel of any element

of 4> is a member of %. The dual group of Gd/J is topologically isomorphic to

a compact, metrizable (and therefore separable) subgroup of d>, namely

A(J) = {<#> G <P: $(x) — 1 for all x G J). Let A be a countable dense subset

of A(J)\ then

J = {x G G: <b(x) = 1 for all <p G A} =   ("I A,,
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where K¡ = <f{(\). (See (23.17), (24.15), (23.25), (23.24), and (24.10) of [2].)
Thus J G 91; however, we have seen that it is impossible for J to be X,+-

measurable for any t G 7, thus 91 =/= U91t,+ = 9H+, and 911]!" is not a o-

algebra.

Finally, suppose X+ is countably additive. Then (by the Hopf Extension

Theorem, (10.36) of [4]) there is a countably additive invariant extension p of

X^ defined on 91; but this is impossible since J G 91.

3.5. Question. Is X"¡ countably additive if all the members of DC are conjugate

to each other?

4. X+ as an induced measure.

4.1. Background. In this section, an alternate method is shown for obtaining

the continuous extension of X with respect to a relatively large normal

subgroup of G, as follows: G is embedded (as a nonmeasurable subgroup

having full outer measure in its closure) in another locally compact group 77

in such a way that an invariant extension of X can be induced by extending

Haar measure on H to subsets of G. Specifically, in 4.2 (below) we find that

the conditions stated in (2.2) of [3] can be imposed, or rather, approximated

closely enough that the proof which appears loco citato remains valid.

In particular, the theorem in [3] is stated only for Abelian groups, although

the authors observe (earlier in the same work) that it could easily be

generalized. As an existence theorem, the subsequent application of (2.2) of [3]

in its context depends on the commutativity of G (as the dual of its character

group), whereas in the present paper we have already established the existence

of the desired measure by other means. The theorem may also be applied as a

means of extending the methods of harmonic analysis to (G,91t+,X+), via the

relationship between X+-measurable functions on G and Haar-measurable

functions on H. This is discussed at length (for the Abelian case) in [3, §2],

and, for the present special case, briefly noted in 4.4 below; 4.5 shows how our

X+-measurable functions can be related to Haar-measurable functions on G as

well.

4.2. Theorem (Part I). Let K be a relatively large normal subgroup of G; let

H = G X (G/K) = G X A where the quotient group has the discrete topology.

Define v(g) = (g,gK) for all g G G. Then

(1) vis an open monomorphism of G onto a relatively large subgroup of H;v(G)

therefore has full outer measure in its closure.

(2) v(G ) is open [respectively, dense] in H if and only if K is open [dense] in G.

(3) If S has compact [o-compact] closure in G, c\H (v(S)) is compact [a-

compact].

(4) If U is an open subgroup of G, c\H (v(U)) is an open subgroup of H.
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(Part II). Let (G, 91L+,X+) be defined as in §2 (above). Define left Haar measure

on H to be XH = l/n(X X ¡i) where u is counting measure on A (and, as before,

n = [cl(A): A]). Then

(5) 5 G 91L+[S G (9Tt+)J if and only if v(S) = M (1 v(G) for some M

E 91t/,[M G (<*lH)a].
(6) Ifv(S) = M n v(G) and M G (9ILÄ)0, then X+S = XHM.

Proof. I. For any S C G,

(i)p(S)= UaeA(Sn a) X {a}, and

(ii) c\H (p(S)) = U cl(S n a) X {a}.

[As before, A = G/K]

Let L = cl(A) X (A}. According to (ii), L = c\H (v(K)). Clearly L is open,

and thus clH(v(G)) is also. Further, c\H (v(G)) = v(G) ■ L and p(G) D L

= AX {A}. Since [v(G) • L: v(G)] = [cl(A): A] = n, (1) follows.

(2) follows directly from (ii).

Since a compact [a-compact] subset of G intersects only finitely many

[countably many] members of A, (3) follows from (ii).

Finally, if U is an open subgroup of G, each set c\(U D a) is open, since

U n a is either void or a coset of the relatively large subgroup U D A, and

thus (4) follows from (ii).

II. Suppose M C H; for each a G A, define Ma = [x E G: (x,a) G M}.

Then v(S) = M il y(G) if and only if 5 n a = Ma n a for all a G /L Since

j4 is discrete, Af G 911// if and only if Ma G 91L for all a. This implies the

relationship between 911// and 9H+ stated in (5). Statement (4) (above) implies

that v(S) is a-finite whenever S is a-finite. Suppose i>(S) = M n v(G); if we

assume (as we may) that M C c\H (M (~l KG)), then M is a-finite also. This

completes the proof of (5). Statement (6) follows from 2.4(2).

4.3. Comment. If, in the statement of (2.2) of [3], we were to delete the word

"Abelian" and substitute the phrase "having full outer measure in its closure"

for "of full outer measure", we would have the statement of a theorem with

almost exactly the same proof as the original; it is sufficient to observe that the

term "invariant extension" has been suitably defined in § 1 of this paper and

that XH is an extension of Haar measure on c\H (v(G)). Part I of 4.2 shows that

G, H, and v, as defined, satisfy the hypotheses of the (rewritten) theorem, while

Part II shows that the measure space (G,9H+,X+) obtained is identical to the

measure space (G,91L+,X+), with A normal in G, defined in §2 of this paper.

Our next result follows immediately from part (iii) of (2.2) of [3] and (2.4) of

[3]:

4.4. Corollary. Let G, H, v, andX+ be defined as in 4.2 (and 2.2, above). Then

(I) A character <j> on G is X+-measurable if and only if <¡> = x ° v for some

continuous character \ on H.
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(2) A nonnegative function fon G is X4-measurable if and only if there is a X#-

measurable function h such that

(a)/= h° v;

(b) h vanishes off a o-finite subset of H whenever f vanishes off a o-finite subset

ofG;
(c) ffdX+ = f hpdXHfor all 0 < p < co.

4.5. Corollary. Let G, K, and X+ be defined as in 2.2. Then

(1) A character <b on G is X4-measurable if and only if <p = y\j/, where y and u/

are characters on G, y is continuous, and ${K) = {1}.

(2) A nonnegative function f on G is X4-measurable if and only if f

= 2ae/( h>a'Ia where, for each a, Ia is the characteristic function of a and h^a) is

a X-measurable function. If f vanishes off a o-finite set, we may choose

[h^"' : a G A) so that each w-a' vanishes off a o-finite set, all but countably many

h^01' vanish identically, and

(fdX+ = -  2   f[h(a)]pdX   forallO<p< co.

Proof. Each of statements (1) and (2) follows from the corresponding

statement in 4.4. In (1), observe that continuous characters on 77 are of the

form [y,\¡>], where y is continuous on G, uV annihilates K, and [y,^](x,yK)

= y(x)t(y) for all (x,yK) E 77. Note that [y,\f\ o v = y\¡/. In (2), let A be a

nonnegative X^-measurable function; for each a E A and x E G, define

h>a'(x) = h(x,a): it is obvious that h o v = 2 h^a)Ia. By standard methods

(see, e.g., [2, §13] or [4, §21]), each of the functions h^ is X-measurable, and,

if h vanishes off a o-finite subset of 77, then

fh?dX„ = Iff [h(x,a)]pdX(x)dn(a) = I 2 f[h{a)]"dX.

(We observe that a subset S of H is o-finite if and only if {a G A : (x, a) E S

for some x G G} is countable and, for each a, {x G G: (x,a) E S) is o-

finite.)
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